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What is Epiphanee? 

Epiphanee is a customisable data mining 
spatial toolkit that visualises specific user 
queries.

Privacy is at its core.

In health, patient and clinician privacy is  
a barrier to understanding health needs 
across population and demographics. 

Using the dynamic privacy filter, Epiphanee 
allows agencies to mine sensitive data  
to a richer, deeper understanding than  
conventional privacy approaches without 
compromise to patient anonymity. 

Epiphanee was developed over four years 
in collaboration with the CRCSI and Curtin 
University in response to a need for big  
data enabled visualisation, analytic and 
reporting tools for use within sensitive data 
environments.

The Value of Epiphanee
Innovative Solution to Privacy
The fine-grain privacy controls of Epiphanee 
enables an enhanced level of data mining  
and explores data for trends analysis.

Improved Decision Making
Epiphanee works with large complex data 
sets such as patient data, geographic  
distribution of diseases and external factors 
influencing disease occurrence, to dynami-
cally query the data by gender, age, location, 
disease and more. The result is a deeper 

analysis and under-
standing providing  
decision-makers with 
the ability to manage 
health resources more effectively. 

Features of Epiphanee
•  Novel probabilistic techniques to validate 

privacy conditions and dynamically adjust 
data granularity for maximum resolution

•  Uses predictive query approaches to data 
searches, stores search templates and links 
new data 

•  Query results are unbound to predefined 
and designed layers

•  Links multiple data sets across agencies 
and jurisdictions and maintains compliance 
with set privacy limits

•  Rapid data exploration, visualisation and 
export of data for reporting purposes

•  Platform independent and light weight 
toolkit with flexible federated architecture.

Epiphanee™ Empowered Visualisation and Privacy Enabled Data Mining

Customising Epiphanee
The Epiphanee toolset has been custom-
ised in a range of settings including  
meteorology, environmental and health. 
The CRCSI welcome new opportunities  
to explore how Epiphanee can be applied 
to meet your requirements.



What is HealthTracks?

An online application to make health  
information more accessible and inform  
decision-makers across health agencies. 

There are two simple to use applications.  

HealthTracks Reporting: a tool which provides 
customisable reports containing health statis-
tics, charts, tables and interpretations for a 
broad range of geographies.

HealthTracks Mapping: a geographic  
information system based application for  
the visualisation of health data.

As a complete tool, HealthTracks visualises 
health information to identify high-risk and 
at-risk populations to allow for strategic 
placement of treatment services and the 
development of policy to support change  
in population health needs.

Value of HealthTracks
•  Improving the communication of complex 

statistical data by serving as a one-stop 
planning and evidence tool for health policy 
formation

•  Seamless matching of across jurisdictions 
to merge health data with environmental 
and other datasets from external agencies

•  Identification of populations at risk of 
disease and gaps in location of essential 
health services to target services in areas of 
greatest need.

HealthTracks™ Leading Spatial Awareness across the Public Health Sector

HealthTracks Reporting
With advanced epidemiological 
measures, diverse data sources 
and a dash of expert knowledge, 
these reports provide in-depth 
information about health 
concerns and trends in specific 
geographical areas.

HealthTracks Mapping
Using state-of-the-art geographical 
information techniques, this tool 
creates a visual map of diverse 
influences across health data.

HealthTracks Reporting
With advanced epidemiological 
measures, diverse data sources 
and a dash of expert knowledge, 
these reports provide in-depth 
information about health 
concerns and trends in specific 
geographical areas.

HealthTracks Mapping
Using state-of-the-art geographical 
information techniques, this tool 
creates a visual map of diverse 
influences across health data.



Use of HealthTracks
Used in health agencies, HealthTracks 
provides simple, valuable, spatial health data 
in an innovative spatial display. It is accessible 
to a range of spatial and non-spatial users 
including epidemiologists, data analysts and 
research officers.

As a powerful spatial system, HealthTracks 
has introduced a diverse range of profes-
sionals to the value of location in a health 
context. For example:

•  Environmental health officers responsible 
for approving major projects have access to 
location data, vulnerable local populations 
and health service facilities across an area 
of interest

•  Child health researchers can quickly under-
stand the extent of common childhood 
disease alongside socio-demographic risk 
factors

•  Health planners can compare projected 
figures with the location of existing services. 

Developed in collaboration with the CRCSI 
and partners Western Australia Department 
of Health, Landgate (WA), Curtin University 
and Spatial Vision (a member of the CRCSI’s 
private sector consortium known as 43pl), 
HealthTracks has set a national benchmark 
for excellence in empowering government 
through spatial technology.

About the CRCSI
The Cooperative Research Centre  
for Spatial Information (CRCSI) is an  
international research and development 
agency that conducts user-driven research 
to address issues of national importance.  
The CRCSI partners with over 100  
organisations including Australia and  
New Zealand government, state agencies, 
research institutes, universities and the 
private sector.

Spatial Information in Health
Access to spatial information enables 
effective and economic policy develop-
ment, planning and decision-making 
through insight into diverse influences 
that include the environment, access to 
services, lifestyle and socioeconomic 
factors considered in a common  
framework.
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